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The State of the World

Intended Audience: Cadets Canada, Royal Canadian Legion, Canadian Forces

(Coordination by Cadets Canada with the MNR and RCMP is advised)

To put it bluntly, the ‘first world’ is in control of terrorists. The results of this
will be highly unpleasant as they have been for many over a long time.
However I have a plan that, if successful and proper, may assist with the
morality of men in the future and facilitate, to some extent, the deescalation
of the threat.

Threats

Automotive

Through technologies such as OnStar and similar to what is in all
police vehicles, terrorists may crash or disable vehicles.

An “Autel Scan Tool” was something we used in college. By
connecting a wireless ‘antenna’ to the OBD port, the scan tool may be used
wirelessly while walking around the vehicle. The scan tool has an “Actuator
Test” function that allows anything to be ‘tested’ including air bag
deployment, individual electric windows, individual signal lights, horn,
accelerator position and amount of fuel to engine, transmission shifting,
brake lights (while the actual brakes are manual actuation).

The technologies in OnStar and Police Vehicles connect to what is
known as the “CANbus”. It is the same as the scan tool. In short, I believe
that all actuator tests are available to someone with a connection to a
vehicle. However it is software dependent. Meaning that if someone writes
custom software they can ignore safety features designed in the original
software and use it to crash or disable vehicles.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=777ndmVwWA0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6vhclU37Pk8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=777ndmVwWA0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6vhclU37Pk8
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https://www.tomsguide.com/us/car-can-bus-hack,news-25674.html

Aviation

Through the ACARS system in airliners, I believe terrorists can crash
an aircraft. In the case of Airbus “Fly By Wire” in most new airbuses (NOT
including CC-150 Polaris), the terrorists may be able to fly the entire plane
and land it somewhere if they wished.

Through my staff experience on VATSIM and IVAO as a
pilot/atc/trainer I learned that ACARS is a method of airlines communicating
with the FMS on an aircraft. It allows the airline to know the position of
every switch in the aircraft(black boxes may be good for nothing other than
catching the people who crash the aircraft). In my opinion the possibility of
being able to change what the computer believes the position to be of a
switch(for example), is high. NOTE: FMC systems are more basic than a
modern FMS, meaning turbo-prop aircraft are probably safer.

https://www.skybrary.aero/index.php/Aircraft_Communications,_Addressing_and_Reporting_Sy
stem

https://conference.hitb.org/hitbsecconf2013ams/materials/D1T1%20-%20Hugo%20Teso%20-%20Aircraft%20Hackin
g%20-%20Practical%20Aero%20Series.pdf

https://media.defcon.org/DEF%20CON%2022/DEF%20CON%2022%20presentations/DEF%20CON%2022%20-%20
Phil-Polstra-Cyber-hijacking-Airplanes-Truth-or-Fiction-Updated.pdf

Internet

The modern internet and anything of significant importance that is on
it, is based on one of three platforms: Google, Facebook, Yahoo. These
three platforms use packages of software to make their “frameworks” work
properly from NPM(Node Package Manager). Considering that police have
ways to monitor someone's facebook and search history, it is probable that
the terrorists have discovered the ability to do likewise. Everything on the
internet is subject to terrorist control in my opinion.

That includes banks, power grids, facebook(blackmail whether real or
false). What if a politician was being blackmailed that others would post
things on their facebook that were not appropriate and claim that they
derived from the politicians’ facebook account?

https://bytesafe.dev/posts/npm-security-issues-2021/

https://www.tomsguide.com/us/car-can-bus-hack,news-25674.html
https://www.skybrary.aero/index.php/Aircraft_Communications,_Addressing_and_Reporting_System
https://www.skybrary.aero/index.php/Aircraft_Communications,_Addressing_and_Reporting_System
https://bytesafe.dev/posts/npm-security-issues-2021/
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Hypnotics

A method of interrogation and ‘putting ideas into people's heads’ is, I
guess, by lowering the GABA in someone's body while sleeping.

There is a ‘conscious’ and ‘unconscious’ part of the brain. When in
REM(rapid eye movement) sleep, the conscious part is not active, however
the unconscious part is active. By lowering GABA during sleep, it makes
sense to me that the body is no longer paralyzed during a dream(not
normally remembered in the morning). A person probably would be awake
while in a dream state including hallucinations and voices, though they
don’t remember in the morning. That is a state of ‘honesty’, interrogation
and hypnotism. It is absolutely true that in severe cases, such as mine, the
effects can be noticed in the morning and must be combated
psychologically. I have learned how to combat it effectively.

https://www.sleepfoundation.org/parasomnias/sleep-paralysis

“Bump Keys” are used to gain entry in the night to people's homes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w0CIlwSxsvU

If someone is in a state of hypnosis and told that they should sway
while standing at attention, for example, then the unconscious mind may
believe it to be desired and start to sway when standing at attention.

Victor Frankl said in his “Logotherapy” Psychology writings that ‘if you
are afraid that you will sweat while in a room of people, you should try to
sweat more and it may stop’. It is quite simply the strong problem solvers,
psychologists and philosophers that survive. Psychiatrists are ignorant and
make problems worse in my opinion. I myself prefer to do what I want
consciously without reverse psychology, by means of the Holy Spirit. Only
the strong and learned survive.

Note: Some people get stuck in a dream state like in the movie
“wolverine” where they don’t know what’s real anymore, the dreams or
“ultimate reality”. I can heal them, and possibly make a superhuman with
little training. EI: The body can train itself in a dream and not remember the
dreams in the conscious mind, assuming the unconscious is at peace with
the conscious.

EDIT: I believe that I’ve learned how to remove the residual effects of future
interrogation by bypassing the “Default Mode Network” of the brain, where the “ego” is

https://www.sleepfoundation.org/parasomnias/sleep-paralysis
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w0CIlwSxsvU
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said to be(after satisfactory ego and resistance to hypnotism). Simply psilocybin after
confronting repressed emotions and meditation. It stimulates the brain and allows the
“white matter”, I believe, to unlock and in addition form new passageways for the brain
to communicate and bypass the ego… It is noteworthy that to get through the
interrogation itself requires a person to be so moral and honest that hurting them would
be immoral for the interrogators(Matthew 5-7).
CIA MKULTRA Program Canada: https://newsinteractives.cbc.ca/longform/brainwashed-mkultra

Thoughts

Deescalation is impossible because the terrorists would ‘put more
ideas in heads’ using the hypnotics mentioned. Even if it were possible to
stop all vehicles, ground all airliners, turn off all power grids, stop the flow of
the world's financial institutions then a terrorist attack or panic would be in
effect before completion I guess. If it were successful then all it takes is
some more people hypnotized (at vehicle manufacturers or aircraft
companies) for the terrorists to have the tech back again using simple radio
technologies.

A Nuclear EMP is likely to be detonated, wiping out technologies and
some peoples.

In the end, in my opinion it is best to give the future to the children.
Cadets Canada(in correctional complexes suited for repurpose),
MNR(provincial parks), RCMP(ranches), Native Reserves(spiritual
centres?). The programs should be voluntary. However the children can
provide a reason for a man to keep marching (I can say that from a recent
personal experience). It ensures a hopeful future. They can, at the same
time, be a measure of ‘protection’ because no-one would hurt them. In the
event that ‘big guns’ are needed then the Canadian Forces can attend.
Considering allowing the Hells Angels to camp around the ‘main camps’ as
protection in exchange for food is probably wise because the name is
respected, it would promote cooperation, and give people a reason to live if
the children went out and provided life direction. I am the son of ‘Walter
Stadnick’ (deceased HA and NOMAD National President) I guess and was
raised separate from the HA, maybe for a reason. I’m trying to find my
place.

Canada legally owes more money to its people than it can repay.
That, in combination with my story, can probably make peace to an extent
that it will open the eyes of some of the terrorists as to what harm they do,
without causing panic.

https://newsinteractives.cbc.ca/longform/brainwashed-mkultra
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I’ve had significant exposure to all people groups and am not aligned
to any. I’ve been betrayed though now maybe it’s time to discuss options.

CPL. Schpitzer, A (retarded) #288 Red Fox RCAC

NOTES:

My mom(Army Cadet) was the Assistant District Commander of the Legion
and I am concerned about my safety and identity theft, by my parents and
brother Aarik. It seems the name Aaron is preferable to him/them for some
reason.

My grandpa is a NORAD ret.

When I was a Cadet I was written up for “pissing towards the roof of the
porta-potty” though I was innocent, shortly after that our LT was injured.

I remember a Thompson Tank from prior to that (at the independent
grossure where our car broke down) and it’s probable that I was hypnotized
in it and since?

The US may know something regarding it. I believe JFK did not die and
Continuashun of Government was instituted. There may be two POTUS’s
going forward similar to how the Papacy was divided into an east and west
in church history? Though I’m Canadian, someone should speak with the
US because it makes sense that Walter Stadnick / “Walter Schpitzer” (dead
HA and NOMAD National President known for speech) was probably where
JFK went.

Interrogators are upset about my personal criminal history and certain body
language as a result of continued hypnotism since childhood. They seem
not to know about the state of the world.

There are ‘therapy dogs’ for the women in the jails, but I remember waking
up with a destroyed but hole, dyed beard with different colored hairs still on
my mattress, and cut hair and beard. The only memory I had was of being
near the floor, crying, and almost tackling a brown poofy dog with a tan
colored ‘saddle’ that I believe identifies them as therapy dogs. The prison
guards, or at least some of them are rapists.
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I believe with a high degree certainty that NOSM(Northern Ontario School
of Medicine) is involved in the terrorism or at least intterogation. I was at
their school facility once and on a ‘tour’ I was shown a mouse maze where
they trained mice to complete ‘mini missions’. One such mouse came into
my jail cell recently while I was falsely imprisoned. That jail doesn’t
normally have mice, I’ve been to one that does.

Injustice in Canada

The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms(signed by Her
Majesty the Queen), paid for by the blood of the veterans, guarantees
certain rights to all Canadian Citizens (people with DNA and residing in
Canada).

The most obvious example of a breach is when the Huaway
Executive was being held in Canada. According to law, everyone in
Canada has the right to leave.

In fact, Canada owes more money than it can repay to its people.

The only criminal charge that I was found guilty of by way of trial was
“Assault Resist Arrest”, meaning that I would’ve had to assault an officer as
I was being arrested for something else. It was not “Assault Police”. So a
valid question is what charge was I under arrest for? None!

The last charge I was in jail for demanded 120 days of custody. I
wanted to fight at trial so I did ~420 days before I plead guilty without a trial
in exchange for immediate release. I did more than three times what they
were asking upon waiving my trial, and eventually did waive the trial.

Publishing anyone’s name in the newspaper for being charged with a
crime is illegal. Police commit privacy offences by briefing the media. The
media commits privacy crimes by publishing. Everyone is innocent until
proven guilty in Canada, or at least supposed to be. Even upon a guilty
verdict, it would still be illegal by law to publish anything.

A Habeas Corpus is a ‘Charter Right’ that requires a detention
custodian to prove ‘why they are allowed to detain someone’ to the court. It
is supposed to be ‘the most normal way a man who has been deprived of
his liberty unjustly is restored to liberty’(ruling from Court of Common
Pleas). In my documentation and experience, they have ignored this law.
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Every regulating body available in Ontario has practically been
exhausted by me. I have documentation.

Police Specific:

In Canada, if a police officer or “Special Entry Person” says to a
suspect that their name is something that it is not, then that is known as
“identity fraud”.

In Canada, tapping phones and computers is illegal. It does not fall
under FISA for domestic police(Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms
and privacy law affords more privacy rights). According to Canadian Law
the only electrical device warrants that may be issued are for phone fraud
on a dedicated phone line. I’ve got nothing to hide, however Canada owes
more money than it can repay and it is simply a point to that. Either there is
a crime or there is not.

Medical:

If someone refuses medical assessment, they cannot be held by a
hospital under the Mental Health Act from the moment they refuse also.
That is according to the Health Care and Consent Act HCCA, made in
adherence to the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. Our people
are hurting and under duress.

A paper has been signed by a doctor that states I am unable to
consent to my treatment. I had not had a consensual assessment done by
the doctor prior. Nor was I already receiving treatment. To be capable of
consent, by law, someone needs to be able to understand treatment
options available. The doctor's opinion seems to be that she doesn’t
respect my decision and did the papers to say I’m unable to consent. I am
currently on an order to receive an injection of antipsychotics monthly with
a dose that started at four times the maximum starting dose.
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Recommendations

I want to tell my story of injustice. In the amount of detail that I intend
to do so I believe it would deter the people interrogating me and possibly
others in the future.

Publicising the “sleep paralysis” hypnosis may be worthy of
consideration. Door chains(not hotel style ‘clip’ chains) may solve people’s
worries.

I believe that sitting down with Canadian and US Forces at CFB
North Bay (NORAD) to discuss options is best. The government has not
honored the blood of our veterans that was spilt in WWII. The highest law
in Canada calls for simple laws to be followed. They are not being followed.
After experiencing the failure of most regulating bodies and fields of study it
is probable that each community and city can affect an immediate change
to the way they operate. Simply removing the stupid policy and tackling the
issues.

There are good people and bad people, it is that simple. In Canada
people can do what they want and the law cannot stop them. The system is
crooked. It ought to be simplified.

Since Canada owes more than it can repay, money is possibly better
to become non-existant. We all have the right to gainful employment. Our
Royal Canadian Mint prints money independently from internationally. So
trade may still work as it already is.

Huge immediate changes are our only chance. If we remove money
and have simpler courts to address issues then it may succeed. Maybe if
we in Canada can increase morality, then the rest of the world will follow.
That is assuming we aren’t nuked prior, though militarily we may be able to
make large preparations if these changes were underway. What good is
money when the nukes hit?

The US taking a stance (even a passive declaration of war to be
stood down) may be wise, simply so that there is not any way for the US to
be hypnotised into declaring war on Canada in a negative way upon
changes.
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Healing the people with mental health issues should be easy,
including those jumping between “ultimate reality” and dreamland. Making
‘superhumans’ is also probably an option as previously mentioned.
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